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MISSOULA--Many state legislators did not vote in accordance with the views of their
constituents during the 1977 Session of the Montana Legislature, according to Dr.
Jerry W. Calvert, assistant professor of political science at Montana State University.
Calvert's statements are in the autumn issue of the Montana Business Quarterly,
published Dec. 7 by the Bureau of Business and Economic Research at the University
of Montana.

Calvert based his observations on a survey of Montana voters conducted

after the close of the 1977 session.

The survey respondents, chosen at random in 27

of the state's 56 counties, were asked their opinions on matters considered by the
Legislature.

Their views were then compared with the voting performances of their

respective senators and representatives.
Although legislators divide sharply into party lines and somewhat less on a
rural-urban basis, their constituents tend to be united, Calvert said.

"Differences

based on partisan identification and rural-urban cleavages were relatively slight."
Differences between constitutent opinion and legislative action were especially
sharp on environmental legislation and legislation which would alter the structure
and process of the Legislature.

Although 81 percent of the citizens questioned favored

a ban on throwaway beverage containers, only 32 percent of the senators supported
such a bill . The recall initiative passed by 57 percent of the voters in the 1976
general election received little support in the Legislature and was passed in a much
weakened form.
Calvert also found that "constituent expectations are not reinforced by
constituent behavior."

Although 85 percent of the survey respondents indicated t ey

expect legislators to pay attention to constituent opinion, only 35 percent were able
to name their senator and 37 percent their state representative.
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"But.''Calvert concludes, 'although elected officials exercise a great deal of
independence, public inattention is not constant.

Periodic elections and the intense

interest shown toward some issues make neglect of constituent opinion a dangerous
practice.

A legislator who acquires a reputation for indifference to his or her

constituents does so at great peril to his political career."
Two other articles appearing in the autumn Quarterly also focus on the Montana
Legislature's 45th Session.

Dorothy Bradley, state representative from Bozeman and

majority whip at the last session, discusses "Environmental Issues and the 1977
Legislature."

Alan Davis, a research specialist at the Research Division of the

Department of Revenue, analyzes "Taxation and the 45th Legislature."
Other articles include "Collins Land Company:

Dealer in Public Land Scrip,"

by Dale L. Johnson, archivist at the UM Library, and "Tax Shelters:

What They Are

and How They Work," by Randle V. White, BBER research associate.
The Quarterly is available by subscription for $6 a year, through the Bureau
of Business and Economic Research, School of Business Administration, University of
Montana, Missoula, Montana

59812.

Individual copies at $2 each are available at

the Associated Students' Store.
Mary L. Lenihan is editor of the Quarterly.
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